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1. Slow \( \mathbf{d} = \text{c} \)

Lovely kind, and

2. A Tempo

kindly loving, Such a mind were worth the moving;

3. A Tempo

4. Rall. A Tempo

Rall. A Tempo

kindly loving, Such a mind were worth the moving;

5. A Tempo

Truly fair, and fairly true Where are all these.

6. A Tempo

A Tempo

More Motion

A Tempo

More Motion
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but in you? Love-ly kind, and kind-ly lov-ing,

Such a mind were worth the mov-ing; Tru-ly fair, and

fair-ly true Where are all these but in you?
Wise______ly kind,______ and kind______ly

Wise______ly kind,______ and

wise; Bless______ed life,______ where

kind______ly wise; Bless______ed.
Rall. . . . . . f A Tempo

Wise, and kind, and such love lies! Wise, and wise, and

life, where such love lies! Wise, and kind, and

Rall. . . . . . f A Tempo

Wise, and kind, and

fair, and true Love - ly ff

kind, and fair, and true Love - ly

fair, and true Love - ly

kind, and fair, and true Love - ly

Wise, and kind, and such love lies! Wise, and wise, and
live all these in you. No Decrescendo

Slower Than Beginning

p

Rall. . . . . . A Tempo

Rall. . . . . .

dear - ly sweet, _ Blessed where these bless - ings meet,
move tempo

blessed be all these in you!

move tempo

sweetly dear, and dearly sweet, blessed where these
blessings meet Sweet, fair, wise kind, blessed, true

Blessed be all these in you!

Blessed be all these in you!

Slow Ad Lib.